In early 2015, Soekarno-Hatta International Airport was one of the airport that nominated as the busiest in the world in 2014. Soekarno-Hatta was ranked 12, with the number of passenger ± 59.4 million per year, which is around 162 thousand passengers come and leave the airport every day. Month by month the traffic tends to rise. Gradually, the traffic growth will be an opportunity for Indonesia, but it can be a threat if the traffic growth is not handled properly. The purposes of this research are to calculate the true capacity of runway with 2 runways owned by SoekarnoHatta International airport and predict the traffic growth happened using queue theory and forecasting methods. The result is to shows that slot time perhour has beyond the number of capacity and increasing the amount of traffic would affect the slot time significantly. So runway utilization shows that adding new runway is one of the methods to cope of traffic growth currently.
Soekarno-Hatta uses two runways that able to serve more than 30,000 traffic in a month. It also always increases every year. That situation pushes SHIA, and the purpose is to predict when SHIA should finish building 3 rd runway.
Background
In early 2015, Soekarno-Hatta International airport was one of the airports nominated as the busiest in the world in 2014. Soekarno-Hatta was ranked 12, with the number of passenger ± 61.2 million per year, which is around 173 thousand passengers come and leave the airport every day. (Ricardianto & Rifni, n.d.) Runway is an important point to help aircrafts in take-off and landing. A runway can normally be used in both directions, and is named for each direction separately: e.g., "runway 33" in one direction is "runway 15" when used in the other side. The number of runway shows the degree of direction (e.g. runway 15 means facing 150° of north or runway 27 means facing 270° of north). The runway was made with considering wind direction and the number is like in the clock if the runway leads to the north or 0" (0°) it means behind the runway is 18"(180°).
Slot time is a capacity owned by an airport and it is allocated by a coordinator to manage departure and arrival operations of an airline on a specific date and time. According IDSC (Indonesia Slot Coordination) , which refers to guidelines of IATA (International Air Transport Association) slot time is defined as a permission to operate at a scheduled time of departure and arrival in a specific date and time at an airport (IATA, 2011) . For slot allocation all parameters that will be taken into account are runway, taxiways, aircraft parking stands, gates, terminal capacity (e.g. check-in and baggage delivery), and enviromental constraints e.g. night restrictions, etc. So the researchers assume from the theory above that slot time is a permission given by the coordinator for a planned operation to use the full range of an airport infrastructure required to arrive or depart at an airport on a specific date and time. Slot time is the availability of gate/runway and schedule, and airport speciication, airport facilities, and airport. (Setiawan, Jakarta, & Majid, n.d.) Queue is a common situation in life where consumers wait in front of the counter to get a turn of service or service facility. Lines of cars waiting to take turns paying for highway, people on vacation waiting to get into zoo, and customers waiting for transactions at the bank are some examples of queuing situations. Queue is a waiting situation when there are number of physical entities (visitor) are waiting to receive service from a facilitator (service provider), so they must wait for while in line to get to be served (Heizer, 2009 ). Queues are the science of queuing pattern, there are people or items in the line waiting to be served or how the company can determine the best time and facilities to serve customers efficiently. (Tanjung, 2003) . According to the definition, it can be concluded that queue is a common situation where the consumers wait in line in order to be served by the service provider. Source: (River, 2004) 1) The probability that there are 0 people in the system (there are 0 customer system). Po
2) The average number of customers in the system
3) The average time a customer spends in a queue or on a queue served (in the system) • M : The total of available channels.
Ws
• λ : The total average of arrival per unit time
• μ : The total average served per unit time at each channel
• n : The total customer
• Po : The probability that there are 0 people in the system
• Ls : The average number of customers in the system
• Ws : The average time a customer spends in a queue or on a queue served (in the system)
• Lq : The number of people or average units waiting in the queue
• Wq : Average time spent by a customer or unit for waiting in queue
Method
Type of data that used in this research is data qualitative and quantitative.
Qualitative data is not about the number or everything related with statistic meanwhile the form of explanation concerning various thing pertaining with the matter this research, as for example any perception of each figure of variable like the effect of traffic growth and relation of each variable.
Quantitative data is data that shaped in number that can be counted and the source is actual fact based on reality such as the number of traffic growth, peakhour, peak day with the process forecasting through SPSS, also using queue theory to analyze runway utilization. Descriptive comparative is methodology research that have the purpose of "comparing" this method used to compare sample of aircraft movement between using 2 runways and 3
runways.
The source of data was secondary data. Secondary data is data which is directly obtained from the historical data. It was also obtained through discussion with AIRNAV INDONESIA employee, and from company archive itself. Source : (Airnav Indonesia, 2017) From two runways owned by SHIA, the researchers counted all of traffic done by the airlines, the amount consisting of the total take-off/landing or departure/arrival of both domestic and international flights in chosen period which was on January 2015 until September 2017. Source : (Airnav Indonesia, 2017) The following is the example of JATSC (Jakarta Air Traffic Service Center) data which acts as air traffic service centre at SHIA that has a role to monitor the situation in an airport, starting from traffic, peak day, and peak hour. Its all be recorded monthly and could be a development analysis. From data under we have the problem where in peak hour for slot time per hour any some slot or cell with red colour its filled more than maximum capacity or more than 81 slot time (80 reguler flight and 1 irregular flight) .
B. Slot Time Plan in Chronos with The Actual Slot Time in Operation
Slot time is arrival and departure time schedule allocated by "CHRONOS" application and "CHRONOS" itself is a plan or target for an airline to inform the time for take-off and landing in that airport, but this slot can change in the operation. It can be influenced by demand and delay. Both will give bad impact to the airline itself if delayed because it will make a flight delayed to the next slot (if possible) or even to the next day. This application is under the management of AIRNAV Indonesia. It was established in 2015 for the aircraft movements at time/date specified, and adjusted / harmonized with the existing airport facilities or the schedule of using the facility. Slot time one of the tools to do strategic air traffic flow management. Slot time overcrowded schedule is allocated to the time or hours that still have space to movement so that the existing capacity in that airport can be used optimally. Slot time is created to resolve overload traffic movement called "peak moment", such as peak season, peak day, and peak hours.
Peak season is a crowded condition that attracts people to travel to some The researchers describe forecast using SPSS. This is a forecasting. If it is seen from the graphic, any increasing seems clear and we can predict how many percents traffic increasing every month. In this scenario the researchers predicted that the increasing rates is 0.44% each month, which is in every month traffic will increase ± 200 traffics each month, which is the facilities and infrastructure such as gates, parking stand, garbarata. The availability of runway will no longer able to serve in next 5 years.
Chart 2. Graphic of Forecast Result
The optimal aircraft movement is 81 movements, consisting of 80 Source : (unctad, 2014) From data above it can be concluded that SHIA ρ uses 2 runways the result of ρ = 89%, which means utilization in over utilized condition, but when analyzed using 3 runways the result of ρ = 59%, meaning that runway capacity/utilization is in normally utilized condition. The result proves that SHIA should finish the 3 rd runway to reach ρ = 59%.
Conclusion
Adding new runway is critical action that should be done by PT. Angkasa Pura II to face traffic growth at Soekarno-Hatta International Airport. Now ρ calculation using 2 runways at SHIA is on the level of over utilization condition which is ρ = 89% , when the 3 rd runway is finished it will reduce ρ significantly. ρ decreasing becomes 59%.
Forecasting done by authors has predicted the new runway should be built and ready to operate before MAY 2021 because the traffic movement per hour will reach 91 movements. Without this development, the airport will lose the opportunity income from this traffic growth. Adding new runway is not only about serving and providing airlines to do take-off and landing, but also it will help Indonesia develop the country economy.
This result of the paper encourages PT Angkasa Pura II to build a new runway (3 rd runway of SHIA) with the purpose to handle many movement per hour in the next 5 years, PT Angkasa Pura II should concern about the facilities and infrastructure like parking stand, gate, the distance of aircraft to terminal, etc that it can be reduced and avoid delay as a problem, accumulation of aircraft movement stacking.
